‘Reasonable security’: A moving target
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Abstract ‘Reasonable security’ for companies charged with protecting customer and employee data has evolved over the last 20 years. Previously, financial institutions had broader latitude on how to safeguard and adequately protect personally identifiable information (PII) under federal and state data protection laws. Today, legal and regulatory requirements and expectations regarding information data security controls are not only more prescriptive but continue to evolve as technology and those who seek to gain unauthorised access to personal information become more sophisticated. The
number of governmental entities involved in information security is also increasing in the US. No longer the exclusive domain of federal regulatory agencies, state legislatures and regulators and attorneys general are issuing requirements, providing guidance and enforcing state laws to ensure that companies employ 'reasonable security' when collecting, handling, storing, transferring and disposing PII.
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THE GENESIS OF THE 'REASONABLE SECURITY' CONCEPT

The concept of 'reasonable security' for personal information maintained by financial institutions began with the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA). On 12th November, 1999, Congress enacted GLBA, a landmark privacy and data security law which required the federal financial regulatory agencies to 'establish appropriate standards for the financial institutions subject to their jurisdiction relating to administrative, technical, and physical safeguards —

(1) To insure the security and confidentiality of customer records and information;
(2) To protect against any anticipated threats or hazards to the security or integrity of such records; and
(3) To protect against unauthorized access to or use of such records or information which could result in substantial harm or inconvenience to any customer.'

While Section 4 of the Safeguards Rule mandates certain elements for an information security programme, most of these elements are general in nature. One specific required element of the Safeguards Rule is a risk assessment. The financial institution must identify reasonably foreseeable internal and external risks to the security, confidentiality, and integrity of customer information that could result in the unauthorized disclosure, misuse, alteration, destruction or other compromise of such information, and assess the sufficiency of any safeguards in place to control these risks. Information security controls are to be based on the risks identified in the risk assessment and the financial institution must test or otherwise monitor the effectiveness of the controls. Financial institutions have operated under this risk-based approach for over 15 years.

FTC ACTIONS IN THE EARLY 2000S UNDER GLBA AND SECTION 5 OF THE FTC ACT TO CREATE REASONABLE SECURITY REQUIREMENTS

In 2004, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) began to file complaints for alleged violations of the Safeguards Rule and, in doing so, clarified to some extent what was required for reasonable information security. Most early FTC enforcement actions under the Safeguards Rule asserted in the
complaint that the financial institution had made claims about information security practices that were not accurate. In later FTC actions, the complaints alleged that the financial institutions failed to implement reasonable policies and procedures to secure nonpublic personal information and that the failure constituted an unfair or deceptive act or practice. The complaints described the general nature of the financial institution’s alleged shortcomings, but did not include facts regarding what particular company practices violated the Safeguards Rule.

Nearly all information security actions by the FTC resulted in consent orders, in which the financial institution did not admit to any violations of law. While the consent orders did not provide specific facts regarding the alleged conduct or why the conduct did not rise to the level of ‘reasonable security’, the FTC consent orders alleged the companies’ failures: 1) to oversee third parties; 2) lack of appropriate employee training; and 3) inadequate incorporation of security into the design process for products and services. As a result, the consent orders required the financial institutions to implement: 1) continuous systems monitoring (including user monitoring); 2) segmentation of the financial institution’s network; 3) controls for remote access to the financial institution’s system; and 4) controls for third party access to systems and nonpublic personal information. These requirements illustrated components of what the FTC considered to be ‘reasonable security’.

The FTC also has applied the concept of ‘reasonable security’ outside the scope of GLBA under the agency’s general authority in Section 5 of the FTC Act. In FTC v. Wyndham, the FTC sued a global hotel company for allegedly failing to adequately safeguard its computer network, allowing hackers to access customer information. Among Wyndham’s arguments, the company challenged the FTC’s authority to enforce information security requirements through unfairness actions, arguing that FTC complaints and guidance do not provide adequate notice of what security practices are considered ‘reasonable’. The Third Circuit rejected this type of argument in a 2015 holding that the FTC’s issuances as a whole provided notice on the agency’s views on requisite components of reasonable security. The importance of this case is twofold. First, the Third Circuit decision affirmed the FTC’s use of Section 5 to challenge unreasonable data security practices. Second, this case and the FTC’s numerous other data security settlements offer guidance to companies as to what the FTC considers ‘reasonable security’.

CONTRASTING THE DIFFERENT APPROACH OF THE FFIEC

The reasonableness approach of the FTC stands in contrast with that of the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC), a formal interagency body set up to prescribe uniform principles, standards and report forms for the federal examination of financial institutions. The FFIEC’s mission is to promote safety and soundness in areas rather than consumer protection or compliance with legal requirements such as GLBA. To further the FFIEC’s mission, the interagency body in 2003 began to issue a series of handbooks (IT Examination Handbooks) for use by the FFIEC member agencies in conducting examinations of the information technology systems of regulated financial institutions.

The IT Examination Handbooks include a booklet on Information Security that provides ‘guidance to examiners and addresses factors necessary to assess the level of security risks to a financial institution’s information systems’ and helps ‘examiners evaluate the adequacy of the information security program’s integration into overall risk management’. The Information Security booklet, first issued in 2006, took a significantly different approach from the FTC Safeguards Rule by covering a broad
range of specific information security controls and including significant technical details regarding the controls. The original version of the Information Security booklet contained 136 pages and covered several specific security topics. This compares to the FTC Safeguards Rule, which is less than three pages and includes only four, more general topics. Although the Safeguards Rule itself is considerably shorter and less detailed than the FFIEC Information Security booklet, through the FTC’s line of enforcement actions and more recent guidance discussed below, the Safeguards Rule is becoming similar to the FFIEC approach to information security.

STATE INVOLVEMENT COMMENCES WITH THE ENACTMENT OF BREACH NOTICE LAWS

As the FTC commenced enforcement actions under the Safeguards Rule, states wanted to do their part and began to focus on information security and started to enact data security breach notice laws. California passed the first such law in 2003. After two high-profile security incidents in early 2005, other states began enacting similar security breach notice laws, all based in varying degrees on the California model.

To date, 15 states have enacted some form of information security provisions as part of the state breach notice statute. Several states also require entities to have a reasonable process for the destruction of materials containing personal information relating to state residents. While some of these laws mandated entities to employ reasonable measures to protect personal information, with the exception of Massachusetts and Nevada discussed in more detail below, they did not specify what constitutes ‘reasonable security’ steps.

In February 2009, Massachusetts enacted the Standards for the Protection of Personal Information of Residents of the Commonwealth. The Massachusetts regulation marked a significant change in the approach to data security regulation. Entities would be expected to include as part of their mandated ‘comprehensive information security program’ certain specific controls. This regulation, enacted under the state’s breach notice law, contained several requirements beyond those expressly required under the federal Safeguards Rule. For example, the Massachusetts mandated controls include:

1. User authentication protocols;
2. Data access controls;
3. Encryption of personal information stored on portable devices or sent across public networks;
4. Software patching;
5. Systems monitoring;
6. Firewall protection;
7. Virus protections;
8. Employee training.

The Massachusetts regulation also applied beyond the financial services sector by covering any entity that possessed personal information relating to a state resident.

Following Massachusetts, in the same year, Nevada enacted a requirement for any entity (not just financial institutions) that ‘handles, collects, disseminates or otherwise deals with nonpublic personal information’, to encrypt personal information transferred beyond the entity’s secure system. The Nevada requirement went beyond the Massachusetts regulation’s encryption requirement by specifically defining the term ‘encryption’.

REASONABLE SECURITY REQUIREMENTS CONTINUE TO DEVELOP OUTSIDE THE RULE-MAKING PROCESS

The specificity as to what is considered ‘reasonable security’ has continued to accelerate at both federal and state level. While the FTC has continued to pursue data security enforcement actions, the agency increasingly also uses reports and guidance
to communicate expectations about data security.

For example, in November 2013, the FTC held a public workshop called Internet of Things: Privacy & Security in a Connected World. This workshop examined privacy and security issues posed by new internet-connected devices. In January 2015, the FTC released the Internet of Things – Privacy & Security in a Connected World report (‘IoT Report’), in which the agency provided several information security recommendations for mobile and other connected devices. The report recommended that a reasonable information security programme would include at least six elements:

1. Implement ‘security by design’ to incorporate security into devices from the outset;
2. Address security at the appropriate level in the organisation and through employee training;
3. Retain service providers capable of maintaining reasonable security and oversight of those service providers;
4. Employ defence-in-depth for systems with significant risk;
5. Utilise reasonable access control measures to prevent unauthorised access to a consumer’s device, data or network; and
6. Monitor security issues through the lifecycle of a product and as feasible patch known vulnerabilities.20

The public workshop and IoT Report are noteworthy because both delve deep into recent technology developments and include significant input from technologists, academics, industry representatives and consumer advocates.

In June 2015, the FTC expanded its efforts to help businesses protect consumers’ information through a new initiative providing them with more information on data security. This initiative, called Start with Security, included new guidance for businesses from lessons learned in the more than 50 data security cases brought by the agency. The guidance document issued, Start with Security: A Guide for Business, listed ten key security steps to effective information security drawn from the alleged facts in the FTC’s information security cases.21 The document provided a way for companies to understand the lessons learned from previous cases. It included references to past enforcement actions and a plain-language explanation of the security principles at issue.

In October 2016, the FTC issued further security guidance for businesses with a document entitled Protecting Personal Information: A Guide for Business. The guide articulated that a sound information security plan is based on five key principles. These five principles restated points made in the FTC’s Start with Security guidance but included additional concrete guidance on particular topics.22

More recently, starting on 21st July, 2017, the FTC followed up the Start with Security series with a similarly titled series of business blog posts, Stick with Security. In this new series, the FTC issued posts for several weeks, each focusing on a security topic. The ten topics followed the Start with Security series, but provided more descriptions and examples.

The FTC guidance of the last few years clarifies and ties together the 15 years of enforcement actions regarding what constitutes ‘reasonable security’. Given the cumulative nature of this body of law, the concept of ‘reasonable security’ will continue to become more specific through additional enforcement actions.

THE CONSUMER FINANCIAL PROTECTION BUREAU’S WARNING SHOT

Finally, in March 2016, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) stepped into the cyber security enforcement area by announcing its first enforcement action related to the adequacy of a company’s
data security practice, citing its authority under the Dodd-Frank Act to protect consumers against deceptive practices and false representations. The CFPB took action against online payment platform Dwolla for allegedly deceiving consumers about its data security practices and the safety of its online payment system. Specifically, the CFPB asserted that Dwolla misrepresented its data security practices by: 1) falsely claiming its data security practices ‘exceed’ or ‘surpass’ industry standards; and 2) falsely claiming its ‘information is securely encrypted and stored’. The CFPB ordered Dwolla to pay a $100,000 penalty and fix its security practices. Notably — and unlike FTC consent orders — the Dwolla consent order listed the information security areas where the CFPB asserted the company failed to implement ‘reasonable and appropriate’ practices, including risk assessments, employee training and testing software.23 Although the consent order does not cite failures by the entity’s board of directors, the required remedial steps include specific duties for the board. The CFPB required that the board: 1) review all materials to be submitted by the company to the CFPB; 2) have ultimate responsibility for compliance with all consumer financial laws and the consent order; 3) authorise all actions required for compliance with the consent order; 4) require timely reporting by company management on the status of compliance obligations; and 5) require appropriate corrective actions for any material noncompliance with board directives.

The consent order highlights regulators’ focus on risk assessments, written security plans, employee training, software testing and representations about security standards.

**CALIFORNIA AND NEW YORK NOW REQUIRE SPECIFIED SECURITY CONTROLS**

In the last few years, California and New York have issued regulations and guidance that include more specific information security requirements. In February 2016, the California Attorney General’s Office issued the California Data Breach Report (Breach Report), a report on security breach notifications the office received and the nature of the incidents. The Breach Report indicated that the Attorney General’s Office expected at a minimum that a ‘reasonable security’ programme would include all 20 security controls contained in the Center for Internet Security’s (CIS) Critical Security Controls, a well-known voluntary industry best practices standard.24 The Attorney General’s Report stated that ‘[t]he failure to implement all the [CIS] Controls that apply to an organization’s environment constitutes a lack of “reasonable security”’. Similar to the FTC actions, the Breach Report was issued by an enforcement agency and was not a rule making subject to public comment.

In March 2017, the New York Department of Financial Services (NYDFS) finalised a groundbreaking cyber security regulation (‘Cybersecurity Requirements for Financial Services Companies’) applicable to all financial institutions subject to the regulatory authority of NYDFS.25 The NYDFS regulation covers many of the same topics as the Massachusetts regulation as well as the recent FTC issuances. However, compared to the Massachusetts regulation, the requirements of the NYDFS regulation are more specific and cover a broader range of security topics, such as the retention of a Chief Information Security Officer and encryption for nonpublic information (not just nonpublic personal information), both in transit and at rest.

Notably, NYDFS has touted the regulation as a model for legislation and regulations for other states. Already in November 2017, the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) used many provisions from the NYDFS regulation to draft its own model cyber security law.26 The involvement of more states could lead to a nationwide collection of laws
and regulations where the requirements are different or possibly inconsistent. The adoption process by states of the NAIC model cyber security law could be indicative of how states will move forward. If states adopt the model largely unchanged, the result would be a generally uniform, but more specific standard than under the Safeguard Rule. If states adopt the model law with certain variations, the resulting patchwork of specific and different information security standards would greatly increase the compliance burden.

**SUGGESTED COMPLIANCE STEPS FOR COMPANIES**

In light of the trend toward more stringent and specific information security controls, the following are some suggested compliance steps:

1. Perform a risk assessment to determine what information security controls may need to be implemented. While some specific controls are being mandated or expected by regulators, many legal and regulatory requirements around information security remain risk-based. A risk assessment helps in determining the nature and scope of a company’s risks to information and the controls that are appropriate to address those risks.

2. Consider using established security standards as a tool to develop information security policies and procedures. Using well-known standards such as ISO 27001, the FFIEC Cybersecurity Assessment Tool or the NIST Cybersecurity Framework can provide a measure for an information security programme. Use of such standards allows companies to demonstrate specific safeguards and controls that are in place to secure information and networks.

3. Think about which controls work and which may not. If a particular mandated or regulator-expected control is not effective or feasible for a company, consider documenting why and think about alternative controls that may be better suited for use in the company’s information security programme.

4. Consider using outside resources to provide insight and perspective. Consultants and outside counsel often advise a range of clients about compliance and frequently interact with regulators regarding information security compliance. These interactions with clients and regulators allow the consultants and counsel to give perspective on trends in approaches to risks and controls, allowing useful insight for clients.

**Notes and References**

1. The Dodd-Frank Act changed the allocation of regulatory authority for portions of GLBA. Prior to the Dodd-Frank Act, both the privacy and information security provisions of GLBA were addressed by the financial regulators for all financial institutions under their jurisdiction. The Dodd-Frank generally gave authority over GLBA privacy requirements, with certain exceptions, to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB). Regulatory and enforcement authority for information security requirements in GLBA was left with the FTC and the bank regulatory agencies and not given to the CFPB.


3. The federal bank regulatory agencies jointly issued a version of the Safeguards Rule for financial institutions subject to their authority and the FTC issued a version of the Safeguards Rule covering financial institutions not subject to the authority of the other agencies. The versions of the rule are substantially similar. This article references the FTC version of the Safeguards Rule.

4. See, eg, 16 C.F.R. § 314. The Safeguards Rule uses the term ‘reasonable’ or ‘reasonably’ four times in the less than 800-word rule.

5. 16 C.F.R. § 314.4(b).

6. Ibid., note 5.


10. The current FFIEC member agencies are the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the National Credit Union Administration, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, and the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau.


12. The Information Security booklet included sections on access controls, physical and environmental protection, encryption, malicious code prevention, systems development, acquisition and maintenance, personnel security, data security, service provider oversight, business continuity considerations, and insurance. The current version of the Information Security booklet, issued in September 2016, has been shortened to 96 pages, but covers additional topics.


14. The proliferation has continued such that only two states, Alabama and South Dakota, do not have breach notification laws.


17. 201 C.M.R. § 17.01 et seq.


19. The Nevada statute defines encryption as ‘the protection of data in electronic or optical form, in storage or in transit, using:

1. An encryption technology that has been adopted by an established standards setting body, including, but not limited to, the Federal Information Processing Standards issued by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, which renders such data indecipherable in the absence of associated cryptographic keys necessary to enable decryption of such data;

2. Appropriate management and safeguards of cryptographic keys to protect the integrity of the encryption using guidelines promulgated by an established standards setting body, including, but not limited to, the National Institute of Standards and Technology; and


21. The ten listed principles were:

1. Start with security.
2. Control access to data sensibly.
3. Require secure passwords and authentication.
4. Store sensitive personal information securely and protect it during transmission.
5. Segment your network and monitor who’s trying to get in and out.
6. Secure remote access to your network.
7. Apply sound security practices when developing new products.
8. Make sure your service providers implement reasonable security measures.
9. Put procedures in place to keep your security current and address vulnerabilities that may arise.
10. Secure paper, physical media, and devices.


24. The California statutes contain a requirement that those possessing nonpublic personal information relating to a state resident must employ reasonable security to safeguard the information. Cal. Civ. Code § 1798.81.5.

25. Notably, even companies that are not subject to the NYDFS cyber security regulation may benefit from reviewing its requirements because other states and regulators in other subject areas may look to the regulation in promulgating their own cyber security requirements.